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Thank you to the CMW CKCS Club, officers and its Board for the honour to judge its 
Speciality Show in Indianapolis.  Special mention and appreciation to President and Show 
Chair Holly Young May, who was so generous with her time and hospitality.  The ring 
management that ran smoothly was down to my efficient table stewards, gate stewards and in 
particular my ring steward, Shawn Barton, to whom I owe my sincere gratitude. 

I had a lovely entry of cavaliers.  The bitches were, in the main stronger, and I wish I had 
more top honours to award in both sexes.  Blenheims still dominated the colours, so I was 
disappointed that there were less quality representation of other colours in the breed.  
Although there were not many incorrect bites, teeth in general were not particularly strong.  
On a positive note, in general I found consistency in size, many typey exhibits, good pigment 
and lovely dark round eyes which we must strive to preserve as I feel this is the essence of 
our breed’s gentle expression.  I was also encouraged that some breeders have made 
continuous efforts to expand the gene pool and have used dogs from Europe and as far afield 
as Australia.  Thank you once again for a memorable time and keep up the good work! 

DOGS 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (5) 

1. Linrica Milan (Liu)  Well marked Blenheim with clarity and of nice type.  
Lovely size, good head proportions and ear placement, correct stop, good fill 
under large round eyes.  Very together for his age, moved positively, albeit prefer 
a bit more drive.  Excellent tail carriage.  Well presented and an accomplished 
showman. 

2. Truluv Prince Charming (Nikaci)  A promising puppy with lots of scope and 
excelled in neck and shoulders.  Less mature in body, richly coloured and 
excellent coat texture.  Needed a bit more ring training on the move and although I 
prefer the expression of the winner, his virtues, especially balance cannot be 
ignored. 

3. Chadwick Shooting Upwards (Eckersley)  An exhibit with a larger frame.  
Dense nose pigment with lovely dark round eyes.  Signs of a wealth of coat to 
come and with maturity, his topline should settle.  Moved freely. 

4. Huntcrest Last Tango (Weiner-Pope)  Richly coloured, well marked Blenheim 
with correct bone and size.   Pleasant head, needing a bit more fill under eyes.  
Moved with reach, but tended to roach at times, and I would prefer a better tail 
set. 

 

 



SENIOR PUPPY DOG (4) 

1. Chadwick Jet Setter at Hudsonview, JW (Glynn/Glynn)  A super typey puppy 
showing a wealth of potential!  Enchanting expression created by beautiful eyes, 
correct head shape framed by long and full ears.  Well balanced, with exemplary 
topline, tail set and carriage, showing promise of a good coat.  Ideal size for age 
and moved assuredly round the ring.  BEST PUPPY DOG and just pipped his 
sister in the challenge for BEST PUPPY IN SHOW with his soundness on the 
move. 

2. Seraphaven Return Of The King (Gogol)  A heavily marked tri with rich tan 
and a silky coat.  Nice size, sweet in expression and a little effeminate for me.  
Loved his neat shape, accentuated by his white collar with well-angulated rear.  
Movement needs to settle, but drove round the ring. 

3. Dulce Carmel Awesome Sauce (Covell)  A handsome boy, well filled muzzle 
and lovely kind eyes.  Well-made with a firm body and great turn of stifles.  
Hopefully he will fill out and ‘drop’ into himself when he matures as he is up on 
his legs, spoiling his balance. 

4. Nightingale Tatoo (Mulligan/Duke)  Another heavily marked tri, looked a picture 
standing.   A gentle expression with an ‘open’ face and large round eyes.  Good 
size, nicely ribbed for age and length of neck.  As it was his first show, was 
tentative and did not move as confidently round. 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (3) 

1. Mimric American Heartthrob (Bolster/Hodges)  Quality Blenheim with a 
fetching silhouette and displaying breed type.  Lovely eyes and expression.  Well 
coated, covering a well-made body, good angulations, correct bone for size with 
correct tail set.  Super temperament, nothing could faze him.  Expertly handled 
and presented beautifully.  As expected for one so well put together, did not 
disappoint on the move with a level topline and superb tail carriage.  A useful size 
and hope that he has now done all his growing.  Has a lot of presence and, despite 
his young age, stood his own to win RESERVE WINNERS DOG. 

2. Jayba Jack Of All Trades (Lander/Lander)  Very little separated this dog and the 
winner, similar in markings.  Another quality boy of excellent size, with so much 
to like, great dark round eyes and rims, dense pigment.  Also loved his eye-
catching outline.  Maturing well with quality coat.  Super mover and covered 
ground with ease.  Another with a rosy future. 

3. Brookhaven The Dream Lives On (Utych/Utych)  A smaller Blenheim with an 
attractive head, correct flat skull, and pleasing expression.  Good bone for size, 
less mature and needs to body up.  Moved well, driving with short pasterns, 
attentive to handler but not quite the tail carriage of those before him. 

NOVICE DOG (2) 



1. Nightingale Riptide (Mulligan)  Well marked Blenheim with a lovely outline, 
statute in nature.  Super neck and shoulders, well angulated all round but lacks 
maturity in body.  With time on his side, his head should fill and adult coat to 
come.  Great mover and flowed round the ring. 

2. Cruisin Mighty Mouse (Rackler)   Nice sized ruby clothed with a silky coat, 
richly coloured.    Lovely eyes and kind expression.  Another that needs maturity.  
Lost out on lay of shoulder to winner and a little restricted in hind movement.  
Would benefit with more training but nonetheless a typey exhibit.  BEST RUBY 
DOG, BEST RUBY IN SHOW 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (3) 

1. Ch Clarmarian Classic by Design (Young May)  Won this lovely class of 
worthy champions on his correct profile and proportions.  Lovely crested neck 
into well laid shoulders, balanced throughout.  Unexaggerated in head, short 
coupled, coat with immense depth of colour.  He adored his handler, gazing with 
soft expression.  Moved competently in profile.  Short-listed in the final 4. 

2. Ch Forestcreek Double O Seven, JW (Cline)  Blenheim boy of a lovely type but 
not cooperating with his handler today, and hence seemed rather distracted.  
Scored well on head with the most enchanting expression and dark round eyes.  A 
firm body, good ribs and moved well round the ring.  Preferred the balance of the 
winner. 

3. Ch Valentyne The Irish Tenor, JW (O’Brien)  Another quality boy with correct 
size and was utterly charming.  Well marked with clarity, length of coat to come.  
Well angulated all round.  Wonderful temperament and lovely type.  Moved with 
reach and drive.  Had to make way for those before him due to maturity but 
upholding the depth of quality in this class. 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG (2) 

1. Redbud Wanna Go For A Ride (Scott)  A smaller well marked tri.  Finer all 
round with a pretty head, good height to brow and ear placement, correct length to 
muzzle and even markings.  Needs more tan on face and underarms.  Neat in body 
and good length of neck.  Moved OK, better in rear than front.  Won on his 
expression and type. 

2. Kellene Beam Me Up Scotty (Marshall)  Blenheim, larger in frame.  Well-made 
body, with good bone and hopefully his head will fill in time.   Nicely marked 
with a good coat.  Needs to fill out due to his age, but moved well in profile, albeit 
a little closer behind.  Great temperament. 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (3) 

1. Foxwyn Woodbury Rise And Shine Of Ceilimor (McCarty/Redniss)  Blenheim 
of an ideal size.  A typey exhibit with an attractive head, high set ears and bright 
eyes.  A little heavier marked, straight coat, good colour but needs to body up.  



Straighter in upper arm, could carry his tail a little better on the move but 
excellent head carriage, drove well round with a level topline. 

2. Mimric Moves Like Jagger, JW (Painter/Hodges)  Handsome, masculine head 
with jet black pigment.  Well-bodied, good angles throughout, but prefer a little 
more neck.  Another one with good type, needs to project himself more but moved 
well round the ring. 

3. Oggbrae Don Ottavio (Bales/Bales)  Statute in profile with nice head 
proportions, unexaggerated and good length to muzzle.  Nice eyes with a kind 
expression.  Well-bodied and finished, short coupled with good bone for size.  
Moved happily but not the tail set and topline of winners. 

 

HEALTH AND CONFORMATION DOG (2) 

1. Kellene The Black Orlov (Carter)  Tri of a nice size, well marked and lovely 
type.  Very attractive head with large round eyes, good tan on face.  Neat shape 
and good balance, finer in body but a nice package.  Happy boy, moved well and 
kept a level topline. 

2. Salador Celtic Star (Shidler/McDowell)  More upright and larger than winner, 
well marked, white collar emphasizing good length of neck.  Rich tan on face with 
a kind expression.  Well-made with good bone for size, shoulders not as laid back.  
A tad coarser overall for me,ss but a very sound mover. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (4) 

1. Bentwood Forestcreek Rob Red (Borton/Cline/Harrison)  A Blenheim full of 
quality, owning the most beautiful head with jet black nose and dark eyes.  Lovely 
bone for size, body covered in a wealth of coat.  Slightly longer cast, which 
allowed him to be undoubtedly the best mover in the class.  Owning the ring with 
panache when moving, holding a super head and tail carriage.  Exhibiting 
presence to win this class.  Shortlisted to final 4, but unfortunately, played up at 
the end, and lost concentration, which spoilt his outline. 

2. Clarmarian Covertly Wicked (Gogol/Young May)  Another Blenheim with a 
balanced outline.  Great neck and shoulders, depth of chest, well turned stifle.  
Pleasing expression, but not the eyes in shape and colour as winner.  Moved freely 
round.  Nicely marked with a deep chestnut colour and presented in lovely 
condition.  Elegant on the move. 

3. Orchard Hill Straight Talk (Hill)  Blenheim with correct skull and ear set, good 
pigment, tapered muzzle but face not as well cushioned as winners.  Coat of a 
silky texture, sound in body, good chest and short coupled.  Handler needs to 
refrain from treating as he loses his outline in excitement.  A little more training 
could see him move up the ranks.  Moved well with good drive. 

4. Aranel MacKenzie (Green)  Nice sized boy who looked a baby compared to 
those before him.  Good head shape, gentle expression with lovely pigment.  
Youngest in the class, he needs time but nonetheless a respectable exhibit with 



good front assembly, a lovely type who could improve his rear.  Keeping a good 
pace on the move. 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR DOG (3) 

1. Eng Ch Stonepit Franco I Believe (Gentil/Searle)  I judged this dog as a 
youngster and he has matured well.  Still the handsome boy he was, delightful 
gentle and open expression with a well cushioned face.  Mature body with good 
spring of ribs, wider in front and crested neck, maintaining his good tan.  A lovely 
outline and moved happily at a steady pace.  BEST TRICOLOUR DOG AND 
BEST TRICOLOUR IN SHOW. 

2. Chewcreek Red Solo Cup, JW (DePhillip)  Nice sized tri with an appealing 
head, more effeminate than winner, but with a flat skull and good ear placement.  
Quality silky coat, heavier marked with a nice wide white collar.  Typey, neat in 
shape, short coupled, nice rounded bone and well turned stifle.  Moved capably 
with good drive. 

3. Mysticknight Jack Pot (Hassig). Good markings and size with nice long ears.  
Coat needed attention covering a neat outline.  Classic in head, finer in bone and 
not the angulations of winners.  Moved a tad loosely, with less drive and narrower 
behind. 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (2) 

1. Kellene The Blacklist (Carter)  Good sized ruby with an attractive broad head, 
eyes well spaced, black pigment and long ear featherings.  Heavier up front and a 
tad sloping towards rear.  Nice straight front with good angle in upper arm.  
Moved OK and acceptable tail carriage. 

2. Mysticknight Orbiting Comet (Brandvold)  Smaller in stature, pretty boy with a 
tight lip and nicely filled muzzle.  Well coated, a little unruly covering a toned 
body with a shorter neck than ideal and not the tail set of winner.  Moved happily 
round. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-And-TAN DOG (1) 

1. Elyzian Double Take at Daizlan (Arnold/Arnold)  Quality boy with a handsome 
head and lovely round eyes.  Wealth of coat with good tan.    Lovely shape, crest 
of neck, flowing well into good shoulders.  Super happy mover and covered 
ground to advantage.  BEST BLACK-And-TAN DOG 

OPEN DOG (3) 

1. Ch & Eng Ch Brookhaven Believe It Or Not, JW (Ayers/Martz)  A toy spaniel, 
lovely size, super proportions creating a lovely compact balance.  Gentle in 
expression, with no exaggerations, round eyes that look adoringly at you.  Well-
bodied with a good spring of ribs, and brimming with breed type.  In full coat, eye 
catching on the stand and looking his prime.  Moved with correct head carriage 



and solid topline.  WINNERS DOG, BEST of OPPOSITE SEX, BEST BRED by 
EXHIBITOR DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST BLENHEIM DOG 

2. Ch Forestcreek Heart Of Rock N Roll, JW (Painter/Cline).  Another Blenheim 
of a nice type, not the maturity of winner.  Masculine and appealing in head with 
stronger cheekbones and a tad deeper stop.  In good condition with a heavily 
marked coat of correct texture.  Not the neck, shoulders nor rear of winner but 
moved soundly round. 

3. Brookhaven Enchanted Dreamer (Brown)  Well-marked Blenheim with lovely 
long, well-set ears framing a classic head.  Nice size and under a wealth of wavy 
coat, a decent body with good neck but longer pasterns with lower tail set.  Moved 
well, albeit closer behind. 
 

BITCHES 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (6) 

1. Brookhaven Temptation (Ayers/Martz)  What an adorable puppy!  At 5 months, 
taking everything in her stride, self-assured, confident and showy.  Well-marked 
Blenheim, very pretty in head and an ideal size for her age.  All the right angles on 
her compact body and moved with an excellent tail carriage.  Lovely type and one 
with a bright future. 

2. Linrica Mignon Mochi (Liu).  A heavily marked Blenheim, more mature and 
longer cast.  A correct head and stop, great eyes and gentle expression.  Lovely 
silky coat, presented to perfection and moved well using her short pasterns. 

3. Nightingale Unexpected Pleasure (Mulligan/Duke).  One with an eye-catching 
outline and good length of leg for balance.  Well off for neck and a well angulated 
rear.  Pleasing head and expression with round eyes and longer in muzzle.  Lots of 
scope, moved well, but needs more width behind. 

4. Foxcreek Nina Rose (Johnson).  Well marked Blenheim with a sweet expression 
and good ear placement.  Quality coat with clarity.  Taller than she is long, not 
quite the balance for me.  A bit restricted in hind movement and roaching at times 
on the move. 

 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (7) 
 

1. Chadwick Sentimental Journey, JW (Eckersley)  This quality girl stood out in 
her class with the most enchanting expression.  Loved her shape, proportions and 
balance.  Body development just right for her age.  Moved nearly perfectly with a 
super topline.  Lovely breed type.  Shortlisted to final 5.  Sure to have a bright 
future as she matures.  BEST PUPPY BITCH 

2. Rutherford Pippa, JW (Jones).  Smaller girl with the sweetest of heads, correct 
flat skull, good fill to muzzle, adoring dark eyes and nose pigment.  Richly 
coloured, well-angulated, correct tail set, good bone for size.  Would prefer a tad 
more neck.  Moved competently with excellent tail carriage. 



3. Ingold Isnt She Lovely (Pickett).  A larger Blenheim, good shape and angles, 
needing a little bit more femininity.  Super sound body under a richly coloured 
and good textured coat.  Good head proportions, nice eyes, correct length of 
muzzle giving an attractive expression.  Strode out well. 

4. Hollytree Snickerdoodle Of Nightingale (Mulligan).   Liked the outline on this 
girl.  Well marked and well-bodied with a pleasing expression.  Ears set high but 
would prefer a little more fill under the eyes.  Happy girl but not as positive on the 
move and I think her mind was elsewhere today. 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (6) 

1. Kean La Ti Da, JW (Keane)  Such a delight to be able to meet this charming girl.  
Epitomises a typical toy spaniel, so pretty and gentle in expression, round dark 
eyes and the ideal size.   Maturing well for her age, strikes a pleasing picture all 
round.  Love her make, shape and proportions.  Powered round the ring with a 
super topline.  Although her coat condition was not at its best today, I adored her 
and couldn’t deny her RESERVE WINNERS BITCH, RESERVE BEST IN 
SHOW, BEST BRED by EXHIBITOR BITCH, BEST BRED by EXHIBITOR 
in SHOW. 

2. Tudorr La Dolce Angela (Mixon/Mixon/Cline).  Typey and quality Blenheim of 
a good size.  Has clarity of perfectly well broken markings, not so often seen 
nowadays.  Pleasing expression with lovely dark eye rims and excellent pigment.  
Well-made but can stand a little carelessly at times, losing topline.  Abundant of 
soft and silky coat.  Moved steadily. 

3. Jayba Bootylicious (Lander/Lander).  A tricolor, beautifully marked with good 
length to coat. Pretty, ears a little lower and should have a lovely head as she 
matures.   Gives a balanced outline on the stand with good reach of neck.  A little 
too exuberant round the ring and although she has plenty of drive, spoils her reach 
to keep her under control.  Will undoubtedly move up the ranks in time. 

4. Linrica Mimosa (Liu).  Blenheim who is mature for her age, larger and heavier in 
type for me.  Attractive head, nice eyes and correct stop.  Firm body, good breadth 
of chest and ribs, nice length to neck and well laid shoulders.  Better front than 
back on the move. 

NOVICE BITCH (2) 

1. Clarmarian Ooh La La (Young May/McFarland)  A heavier marked Blenheim, a 
little larger and longer, better rear than front angulations.  Pleasing head, good 
pigment and ear set but teeth need more care.  Moved well with drive and great 
temperament.   

2. Treygens Better Be Good To Me (Schultz/Schultz)  A Blenheim of an ideal size, 
attractive clear markings with a nice white collar.  Could benefit from putting on a 
little more weight.  Restricted in rear movement and topline didn’t settle, but a 
happy exhibit who showed well. 



BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (2) 

1. Ch Linrica Moonwalk, JW (Liu)  Quality Blenheim, lovely make and size.  
Pretty as a picture, bright eyes, good pigment and ear set.  Elegant in neck, level 
topline and super tail set.  Moved well and well furnished, coat a little fine with 
good length.  Looked lovely circling the ring. 

2. Ch Tudorr La Dolce Vita (Mixon/Mixon/Cline)  Another lovely-headed 
Blenheim, a little fuller in head, largest of eyes with super black eye rims and nose 
pigment.  Needs to use ears more when it matters.  Slightly larger with coat in 
good colour.  Moved well, not the balance nor the tail carriage of winner, but no 
less the quality. 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (4) 

1. Forestcreek Bewitching Girl (Vinton/Cline)  Blenheim of a lovely type.  
Pleasing head with good width to foreface and nice length to muzzle and full ears.  
Liked her balance, lovely bone, well angulated and in full coat, which could be 
better tended.   High-spirited happy girl who moved with a good tail carriage and 
topline when settled. 

2. Cruisin Sleeping Beauty (Rackler)  A longer cast ruby, looking immature.  Pretty 
with bright eyes, ample neck and well-laid shoulders.  Good bone for size.  
Excellent colour with straight silky coat to come and scored on type.  Not as 
competent a mover as winner and tail carriage could be higher.   
BEST RUBY BITCH 

3. Piccadil Goddess Of Brightness And Radiance (Comer/Greak)  Larger 
Blenheim, a little plainer in head but with dark eyes.  Sound in body, nice outline, 
strong rear and good muscle tone.  Excelled in movement and super topline. 

4. Kellene Tilt The Kilt (Marshall)  A well marked feminine Blenheim of a good 
size.  Pretty with lovely round eyes, would like her ears a bit more forward.  
Longer than tall with a good front assembly.  Could advance her profile with 
improving her stand.  Not as positive on the move nor as parallel behind. 

American Bred Bitch (4) 

1. Tassajara Forestcreek Cristal (Cline/Sedgwick)  This girl was on top form 
today and didn’t put a foot wrong.  Full of breed type.  Delightful feminine 
expression with large round eyes, great pigment and just the right amount of 
cushioning.  Carrying a good weight, correct leg length for balance, displaying 
elegant lines and star quality stamped over her.  Stylish and moved effortlessly 
round with excellent head and tail carriage.  Just gorgeous and one I would love to 
take home.  WINNERS BITCH, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST 
BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST IN SHOW 

2. Nightingale Sloe Gin Fizz At Hollytree, JW (Seymour)  A Blenheim with a 
delightful correct head and a gentle expression.  Compact and square in shape, 



firm in topline, prefer a tad more neck.  Well put together and in full, but not an 
easy coat.  Coasted round well. 

3. Hiddencreek Butterscotch Schnapps (Parente/Green)  A less mature girl with a 
nice outline, a little larger in frame.  Heavily marked but richly coloured and in 
time should have a good coat.  Pretty, doe eyed with dark rims and good ear 
placement.  Well-made, in good condition and super topline on stand and on the 
move.  Moved well in all directions.  

4. Carlen First Pict Sangiovese (Close).  Black/and/Tan with a lovely coat, shiny, 
silky and good tan.  An honest exhibit with a stronger head and nice eyes.  Longer 
cast, tended to dip behind shoulders, with good bone and depth of chest.  Alert and 
moved well, albeit a little closer behind. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (2) 

1. Seraphaven Put A Spell On You (Gogol)  Typey Blenheim, well coated, of good 
colour with slight wave.  Eye white did not detract from her large round eyes, 
super pigment and enchanting expression.  Nice breadth to foreface and skull.  
Balanced in physique and a neat shape.  Would prefer a better lay of shoulder, but 
still moved with good reach and drive.  A lovely exhibit, on her toes and was 
shortlisted to the final 5. 

2. Miletree Java Blue (Scott)  Pretty and feminine in head with excellent pigment.   
Excelled in neck and shoulders, tail set a little lower and could improve rear.  
Move well in profile and needed coat to complete the picture. 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (1) 

1. Mysticknight Angels In The House (Hassig)  Nice sized with an elegant neck.  
In between coat, short coupled, stands well, but is taller hence looks rangy and not 
the ideal balance.  Pleasing head with good tan and nice wide collar.  Restricted in 
movement, but her low tail is always wagging and great temperament. 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (3) 

1. Harana Calypso Rose of Sumara (Gentil)  Exhibit in great condition.  Well 
spaced large round eyes, cushioned pretty face.  Lovely neck and shoulders, good 
ribs, longer in body.  Moved with good drive and happily, but not always keeping 
her topline on stand. 

2. Mysticknight Lady Kira Osity (Loechler)  Appealing in head with round eyes, 
ideal size with a nice balance.  Not the condition of winner, carrying a little too 
much weight and hence losing her neck and shoulders.  Moved with a good tail 
carriage. 

3. Carlen Nutin But Trouble Fergie (Close)  Larger in stature, not as feminine as 
those before her, well-made body, but heavy round the shoulders.  Lovely colour, 
an honest bitch who moved well with an acceptable tail carriage. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH (2) 



1. Darane True Colors (Kates)  Quality girl and of a lovely breed type.  Striking, 
gleaming coat with good bright tan covering a well-made body with correct 
proportions, good bone and well balanced.  With youth on her side, her attractive 
head with a soft expression, will continue to fill.  Fluent in her movement, plenty 
of reach and drive. Enthusiastic girl and one with a bright future.  BEST BLACK-
AND-TAN BITCH, BEST BLACK-AND-TAN IN SHOW 

2. Iloo Dite Ilan Du Jardin De Claire Of Sumara, JW (Gentil)  Another typey 
girl, lovely size, more mature, compact and neat, good crest to neck, carrying a 
little more weight.  Pretty headed with round eyes and cushioning.   Rich tan and 
well coated.  Not as free in movement as winner. 

OPEN BITCH (6) 

1. Ch Jayba Delicious (Lander/Lander)  A showy girl who headed a lovely class.  
The richest of colour with good coat and ideal toy spaniel size.  Pretty and 
unexaggerated in head.  Well ribbed, correct bone for size and liked her overall 
balance.  Had a wonderful attitude with plenty of zest.  Accomplished showgirl 
and free in movement.  Short-listed to final 5. 

2. Ch Carmas Penne Pasta at Crizwood (Moulton/Wornall)  An upstanding 
beautiful girl with lots to like.  Immense ears framing a gentle expressive head 
with a nice lipline.  Great condition for her age, good front and rear angles, well 
schooled and attentive to handler.  Moved competently, albeit a little narrower 
behind.  Just preferred the type of winner. 

3. Ch Linrica Just A Dream, JW (Hsiung/Liu).  Tri in a smaller package, lovely 
full head without coarseness.  Pretty, nice eyes and good tan on face.  Lovely 
straight coat and well constructed body.  Moved well round and acceptable tail 
carriage.  BEST TRICOLOUR BITCH 

4. Ch Chadwick Dream, JW (Hoehn/Eckersley).  Appeared less mature than those 
before her with lots of scope and needing maturity.  Appealing in head, nice eyes 
and finer with good ear placement.  Not as finished today but a nicely made bitch 
and a steady mover, covering ground well.  Lost her enthusiasm at the end. 

VETERAN DOG (3) 

1. Karvale Brookhaven Finn, C-TC (Utych) Glamorous, statute well-marked boy.  
Under the abundance of coat is a well-ribbed body and short coupled.  Lovely 
kind face, round dark eyes, full of mischief.  Proficient mover, he was full of 
himself with his ‘look at me’ attitude.  BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 

2. Salador Celtic Star (Shidler/McDowell)  As in Health & Conformation Dog. 
3. Chadwick Jack In The Box (Storey)  14 year old tri who has lovely round eyes, 

longer in muzzle, maintaining an alert expression.  Square in shape, good rib and 
bone.  Greying over his once rich tan.  Unhurried in his movement and simply 
enjoying his day. 

VETERAN BITCH (3) 



1. Majestic Ceili Dancer of Avondale At Ceilimor (McCarty)  Heavily marked tri 
of a nice type, compact and neat in shape.  Nice eyes, albeit a little lighter but 
maintaining super nose pigment.  Positive mover with a stronger front. 

2. Chadwick Idol Gossip At Markley (Storey/Eckersley)  Blenheim in excellent 
condition for her age, great colour with lovely eyes and full set of dentition.  
Heavier round the shoulders, moved well and quite a character! 

3. Avia Referees Call (Marler)  At 12 years of age, the oldest in the class.  The most 
enormous well-spaced gorgeous eyes and gentle expression.  A clean outline, with 
paler coat showing age.  Sure to have turned a few heads in her younger days.  A 
great mover. 

BRACE (1) 

1. Mysticknight Angels In The House with Mysticknight Jack Pot (Hassig)  
Nicely marked tris.  Similar in type and size.  Training effort paid off as they were 
well behaved and moved harmoniously in unison.  Tails wagging, obviously 
enjoying being paraded providing a lovely demonstration. 

 


